
OBJECTIVE

Identify your solution’s requirements, plan product design and establish a timeline

WHO IS INVOLVED

Your team; TrueNorth Technical Lead, Head Architect, UX/UI designers, Client 
Success Manager

WHAT TO EXPECT

Planning sessions to fully understand your organization and the scale of your final 
product, including

Define Scope

Design Story Map

Map out information architecture in Miro or Lucid 

Establish the main user workflow

Determine Product Requirements

Document multiple user stories & use cases

Describe product behavior in plain language 

Specify Architecture

Provide guidance on best development environment 

Identify technologies and/or integrations to use

Establish infrastructure and create data pipelines

Compare costs and time requirements for building from scratch versus using 
existing integration

Assign TrueNorth engineering team

Guidance in converting your business’s pain points into actionable and measurable 
goals

Test Plan

Created by QA engineer

Based on requirements established in use cases and user stories

Product Design Consultancy

Complete UX heuristics testing of existing products and/or competitors to diagnose 
potential pain points

Propose iterative suggestions based on UX/UI best practices

Develop detailed, interactive prototypes for core functionality

Timeline w/Milestones, Budget and Release Dates

Create a detailed timeline broken down by hours and organized by function (i.e. 
UX/UI, Front, Back, Data, DevOps, QA)

Review budget requirements

Opportunity for scope, timeline, and budget revisions or amendments

Plan out milestones and tangible deliverables

The presentation of a custom proposal by the Sprint Zero Tech Lead and senior 
engineer Team Captain.

All of our clients receive the benefits of this service to launch their projects. 
But, it can also be commissioned as a stand-alone service. 

Sprint Zero 
Advisory Service

Consultation, 
Planning & 
Proposal
2-4 weeks

Let’s get your Sprint Zero 
started today:

Bladimir Estevez, VP of Sales

bladimir@truenorth.co

truenorth.co

You know what you need. You just don’t know the best way to get there. 
And, making a mistake is not an option.


This is why our Sprint Zero Advisory Service is one of the most valuable 
resources we offer. With it you receive decades of real world experience 
and technical guidance to help you make the best decisions when creating 
a reliable digital solution.
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https://truenorth.co/

